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The Cu(I)-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition, i.e. ‘‘click’’ reaction,

has become very popular in materials and polymer science. Because of its

versatility, high efficiency, and excellent functional group tolerance,1–4

a variety of functional polymers with unique architectures have been

developed using the click reaction. However, the successful examples

where the click reaction was employed for preparing optically active

helical polymers are still scarce5–10 despite the attractive applications

to chiral materials.11–18 Recently, we reported a novel approach to the

synthesis of diverse optically active polymers using the click reaction.19

The click reaction was used to modify the azide pendant groups of an

optically active helical poly(phenylacetylene) with various chiral acety-

lenes, thus producing diverse diastereomeric helical poly(phenylacetylene)s

with an optical activity.

Here we report an alternative method for preparing optically active

helical poly(phenylacetylene)s16–23 based on the helicity induction16–18,24–27

on optically inactive poly(phenylacetylene)s bearing azide pendant groups

(poly-1 and poly-2) by the click polymer reaction using chiral acetylenes

(Scheme 1). We anticipated that a preferred-handed helical structure could

be induced in the optically inactive poly-1 and poly-2 through the covalent

bonding of optically active substituents after the click polymer reaction,

which could be easily detected by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy,

and that this approach might be applicable for developing a facile system to

sense the chirality of chiral acetylenes. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first example of the prevailing one-handed helix formation through the

click reaction of optically inactive polymers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optically inactive stereoregular (cis-transoidal) poly(phenylacetylene)s

(poly-1 and poly-2) bearing azide groups as the pendants were prepared by

the polymerization of the corresponding monomers (1 and 2) with

[Rh(nbd)Cl]2 (nbd: norbornadiene) in chloroform in the presence of

triethylamine at 30 �C for 30min, giving optically inactive poly(phenyl-

acetylene)s bearing the azide residues as the reactive pendant groups for

the click reaction in 68 (poly-1) and 78% yield (poly-2), respectively

(Scheme 1). The number-average molecular weight (Mn) and its distribu-

tion (Mw=Mn) of poly-1 and poly-2 were estimated to be 7:40� 103 and

3.27 and 2:33� 105 and 3.37, respectively, as determined by size-

exclusion chromatography (SEC) using polystyrene standards in chloro-

form as the eluent.

The reactive azide groups of poly-1 and poly-2 were then modified

with optically active acetylenes, i.e., (R)- and (S)-1-phenyl-2-propyn-1-ol,

by the Cu-catalyzed ‘‘click’’ polymer reaction to yield optically active

poly-3 and poly-4, namely poly-(S)-3 and poly-(R)-3, and poly-(S)-4 and

poly-(R)-4, respectively. The conversion of the azide groups into the

triazole ones was confirmed by IR, 1H NMR, and elemental analyses (see

the Supporting Information). The stereoregularities of all the polymers

were rich in cis-transoid judging from 1H NMR spectroscopy

(Figure S1).17,20–27

Figure 1 shows the CD and absorption spectra of poly-3 and poly-4 in

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) containing a small amount of acetic acid,

which was used due to the solubility problem of these polymers in DMSO.

Poly-3 and poly-4 showed a difference in their CD and absorption spectral

patterns because of the methylene linker of poly-4 that likely reduced the

�-conjugated length of the polymer. Poly-(S)-3 and poly-(R)-3 exhibited

the split-type induced CDs (ICDs) in the conjugated polymer backbone

regions that are mirror image from each other. Poly-(S)-4 and poly-(R)-4

also showed mirror imaged ICDs. Poly-1 and poly-2 are totally optically

inactive, but are dynamically racemic helical polymers composed of

Scheme 1. Synthesis of helical poly-3 and poly-4 using click polymer
reaction with optically active acetylenes. DBU: 1,8-diazabicy-
clo[5.4.0]-undec-7-ene.

Figure 1. CD spectra of poly-(R)-3 (a), poly-(S)-3 (b), poly-(R)-4 (c), and
poly-(S)-4 (d) and absorption spectra of poly-(R)-3 (e) and poly-
(R)-4 (f). The CD and absorption spectra were measured in
DMSO-acetic acid (99/1, v/v) in a 0.1-cm quartz cell at 25 �C. The
concentrations of poly-3 and poly-4 are 0.2 and 0.5mg/mL,
respectively.
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interconvertible right and left-handed helical conformations separated

by the rarely occurring helical reversals.12,16–18 Therefore, the ‘‘click’’

modification of the azide pendant groups of the polymers with the optically

active acetylenes biased the main chain to form a preferred-handed helical

conformation, resulting in a characteristic ICD depending on the stereo-

chemistry of the chiral acetylenes. These characteristic ICDs indicate that

poly-1 and poly-2 can be used as a novel chirality sensor for chiral

acetylenes through the click polymer reaction.

We next preliminarily investigated the diastereomeric complexation of

the optically active poly-4 with chiral acids through interactions with its

pendant alcohol and triazole units. We found that the polymer interacted

with (R)- and (S)-mandelic acid (5) and the diastereomeric complexation

resulted in obvious changes in its ICD as previously reported for

poly(phenylacetylene) bearing optically active norephedrine residues in

the presence of 5.28,29 Figure 2 shows the CD spectra of poly-4 in the

presence of (R)- and (S)-5 (50 equiv) in DMSO. Poly-4 responded to the

chirality of the acid 5 and the diastereomeric complexes showed different

ICD patterns from those of the original polymers. The ICD changes

were observed in the presence of a small amount of 5 (0.25 equiv)

(Figure S2). Poly-3 also responded to the chirality of 5 showing the

changes in its CD spectral pattern due to the diastereomeric complexation

(Figure S3).

In conclusion, we have developed a facile method to prepare optically

active helical poly(phenylacetylene)s via the click polymer reaction of

optically inactive azide-bound poly(phenylacetylene)s with chiral acety-

lenes. The resulting poly(phenylacetylene)s formed a preferred-handed

helical conformation induced by the covalently bonded chiral triazole units

and exhibited ICDs whose Cotton effect signs can be used to sense the

chirality of the chiral acetylenes. We expect that this strategy developed

in this study will be applicable for developing more effective chirality-

responsive polyacetylenes by introducing the reactive azide as well as

acetylene units as the pendant groups for further modification by the click

polymer reaction with optically active functional acetylenes and azide

derivatives, respectively, which will further provide novel chiral materials

for enantioselective adsorbents and catalysts.
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